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‘Everlasting Youth Tree’ - one I will be
planting pronto!
Green people - www.greenpeople.co.uk

From £10.99.
Foundation… Ah the one bug bear of

most ladies - finding the best one, I
know!
A tricky one at times but my advice

would be switch things from season to
season. Our skin changes from summer
into autumn/winter as it does from
winter into spring/summer, so these
seasonal changes are the best time to try
new products.

A must have for both
young and mature skin is
Perricone MD ‘No
Foundation Foundation’
£45.00 available from
Space NK, and John
Lewis. This lightweight,
liquid foundation instantly
defuses imperfections,
corrects skin undertones
and over time minimizes
the appearance of fine
lines and pores. If a dewy,
glowing finish is what you

are looking for (and this is usually a
calling for winter skin) then this could be
the answer. It is none chemical but
mineral based and SPF 30 too. This
little genie in a bottle is available in two
shades. I’d suggest both shades, so you
can mix them for all year round colour
matching.
Now there’s an art to using Bronzer in

winter - and first things first ladies;
apply little by little and
blend. For the ‘sun shine
in a flip top compact’ head
to this little beauty by
Calvin Klein CK. ‘One
cream & powder
bronzer duo’. It is a
perfect natural looking

buildable duo colour, that thank
goodness really does minimise your
chances of the fake syndrome. £19.00
Available at Debenhams.
We all need a little look of ‘pinched

cheeks’ this time of year. So for an
instant wow, (and easily popped into
your bridesmaid’s clutch, or your ski
jacket), or for a top up into the evening,
take a look at Clinique’s ‘Chubby Stick
Cheek Colour Balm’ available in 4
shades. This also works on the lips as a
stain or with a gloss. I love ‘Ampd Up

Apple’. One of the MACH team used it
on her client and she said, “I would even
recommend this to my worst enemy, it’s
so good” - and it is! £19.00 Available
from Boots and Clinique.
Lavera ‘Lip & Cheek’ is also another

star quality product. Using only the
purest plant extract, it is 100%
free from the chemical
nasties, which can be
the cause of so many
skin problems and
irritants - their range is
quite beautiful. ‘03 Fancy Melon’ is
stunning on both pale skin tones right
through to warm olive skin tones.
£8.90 Available from

www.soorganic.com
For those ladies out there who prefer a
super easy and practical way to

apply more of a coverage, I
couldn’t think of anything
easier than a compact
foundation. I recently tested
Shiseido ‘Sheer & Perfect
Compact’. I suggest using a
Kabuki brush (small round
Japanese brush - looks similar to

a man’s shaving
brush) for
application, using a
circular motion. This product is rich in
plant extracts that aid skin care as well as
flawless make-up benefits. It gives a
radiant, healthy glow that not only
hydrates but also illuminates and
corrects any blemish - a girl’s best friend,
I’d say!
I always like to add a little raw food to

my daily diet - I find I feel much better
for this as too does my hair and skin.
Try this fabulous skin boost on your

next rainy day and let me know how you
get on:
1/2 avocado mashed with 1 teaspoon

of Manuka Honey. Apply liberally
to the face as a mask - lay back
for 15 minutes (or it may
slide). You will feel it start to
dry. Wash off with luke
warm water, followed by a

splash of cold water. A great tonic for
dry or irritated skin, as well as helping
with overall skin appearance. Plus the
other 1/2 of that avocado just means
another 15 mins relaxation - Enjoy!
I look forward to seeing you all here

next month. Until then keep warm and
have fun! �

Please contact ClaireHanson at:

MACHManagement

Tel: 01367 241 044

Email: clairehanson@machmanagement.com

www.machmanagement.com

I t was a total joy to be asked to join
the super team here at Cotswold
Style as Beauty Editor and I hope
that you will enjoy this page more

and more as the months unfold.
I will offer fun stories, an insight into

the beauty industry and of course my
beauty tips and recommendations.
So, how do I qualify for this you

may ask?
Following a fabulous, diverse 18 years

as a celebrity Make-up & Hair artist and
for the past 8 years as Assistant to
singing legend Mr Lionel Richie, I am
now also co-owner and Creative
Director of ‘MACH Management’, a
company managing and providing ‘the

elite’ for ‘the elite’ in Make-up & Hair
Artistry and Beauty and Holistic
therapists.
In the course of my work I have

travelled the world several times over.
This has allowed me to experience the
effect of climate on skin be it tropical,
temperate or extremes of cold. I make
sure I am au fait with the appropriate
countries’ brands and they are always at
my fingertips. Through this experience
I’m able to advise on products suitable
for use in the many diverse, climatic
conditions.
Now, you may think this is extreme

but it links perfectly with my first feature
for you.

The start of another beautiful year
very often brings two significant areas of
conversation into the spotlight; a New
Year wedding proposal and the
upcoming ski holiday.
January is always a creative month here

at MACH. It is a time when we receive
the most wedding enquiries and when
people are looking towards ‘The New
Me’. Nothing thrills me more in my
work than guiding a future bride through
her picture perfect looks or from seeing
looks we’ve created for the latest glossies
or from our team’s work at the recent
film premiers.
Delighted in being asked for advice by

my clients both young and mature and
from all walks of life, I started ‘A One to
One Consultation Service’.
I was not only being asked about

‘How To?’ but also to recommend
suitable products, and advise on the
latest technology in skincare. So, with all
this being said, ladies (and of course, not
forgetting the gentlemen - I will add a
few tips here and there for the men in
your lives), I’ve taken inspiration from
the fact that we’re in the season of
Winter Wonderlands be it here in our
beloved Cotswolds or on the snowier
climes of The Alps, The Dolomites or
even The Rockies; it is the time of the
year for special attention to our skin
care.
Skin routines don’t need to change

dramatically but do make sure to prep
and prime the skin well, in order for it to
happily brave the elements.
I’m totally in love with Green People

Age Defy+ skin care - its easy to use
and doesn’t require months of use in
order to reap the rewards of its Organic
super powers. It is a unique skin care
regime that combines the miracle of
nature with the brilliance of science.
From exfoliating to replenishing our

skin, face and body, the super food for
the skin is here! ‘Beech Bud’, from the

B E A U T Y
H E AV E N
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